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Introduction 1 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 2 

A. My name is Scott J. Rubin.  My business address is 333 Oak Lane, Bloomsburg, PA. 3 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 4 

A. I am an independent consultant and an attorney.  My practice is limited to matters 5 

affecting the public utility industry. 6 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony in this case? 7 

A. I have been asked by the Office of the Attorney General (“AG”) and the Citizens Utility 8 

Board (“CUB”) to review the cost of service studies and proposed rate designs filed by 9 

Ameren Illinois Company (“Ameren” or “Company”). 10 

Q. What are your qualifications to provide this testimony in this case? 11 

A. I have testified as an expert witness before utility commissions or courts in the District of 12 

Columbia; the province of Nova Scotia; and the states of Alaska, Arizona, California, 13 

Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, New Hampshire, New 14 

Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia.  I also have testified as an 15 

expert witness before two committees of the U.S. House of Representatives and one 16 

committee of the Pennsylvania House of Representatives.  I also have served as a 17 

consultant to the staffs of two state utility commissions, as well as to several national 18 

utility trade associations, and state and local governments throughout the country. Prior to 19 

establishing my own consulting and law practice, I was employed by the Pennsylvania 20 
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Office of Consumer Advocate from 1983 through January 1994 in increasingly 21 

responsible positions.  From 1990 until I left state government, I was one of two senior 22 

attorneys in that Office.  Among my other responsibilities in that position, I had a major 23 

role in setting its policy positions on water and electric matters.  In addition, I was 24 

responsible for supervising the technical staff of that Office.  I also testified as an expert 25 

witness for that Office on rate design and cost of service issues. 26 

  Throughout my career, I developed substantial expertise in matters relating to the 27 

economic regulation of public utilities.  I have published articles, contributed to books, 28 

written speeches, and delivered numerous presentations, on both the national and state 29 

level, relating to regulatory issues.  I have attended numerous continuing education 30 

courses involving the utility industry.  I also have participated as a faculty member in 31 

utility-related educational programs for the Institute for Public Utilities at Michigan State 32 

University, the American Water Works Association, and the Pennsylvania Bar Institute. 33 

Q. Do you have any experience that is particularly relevant to the issues in this case? 34 

A. Yes, I do.  I have testified on numerous occasions as a rate design and cost of service 35 

expert.  In the natural gas sector, I have testified or provided consulting services for 36 

public advocates on rate design and cost of service issues in rate cases involving natural 37 

gas distribution utilities in Connecticut, Illinois, New Hampshire, Nova Scotia, and Ohio.  38 

A copy of my complete curriculum vitae is provided in AG/CUB Ex. 3.1. 39 
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Summary 40 

Q. What is the primary focus of your direct testimony? 41 

A. My testimony focuses on Ameren proposals relating to (1) allocating any rate increase 42 

among the customer classes; and (2) the design of GDS-1 (Residential) rates, including 43 

Ameren’s proposal to increase the level of so-called fixed cost recovery through the 44 

GDS-1 customer charge. 45 

Q. Did you review the testimony and exhibits of any of the Company’s witnesses?  46 

A. Yes.  I reviewed the testimony, exhibits, and workpapers relating to the cost-of-service 47 

studies and residential rate design of the following witnesses:  Leonard M. Jones 48 

(Ameren Ex. 8.0) and Karen R. Althoff (Ameren Ex. 9.0).  I also reviewed the relevant 49 

portions of Ameren’s rate case filing (the E schedules and associated workpapers) and 50 

numerous responses to discovery requests that were provided by the Company. 51 

Q. Please summarize your recommendations. 52 

A. My recommendations are summarized as follows: 53 

 Ameren’s proposed constraint that no customer class should receive an 54 

increase that is more than 1.5 times the average percentage increase should 55 

be applied, except where doing so over a series of five cases 56 

(approximately ten years) would not result in a customer class paying rates 57 

that approximate its cost of service.  Where that condition would not be 58 

met, then I recommend either (a) increasing rates so that cost-based rates 59 

would be achieved through approximately equal percentage increases over 60 

a span of five rate cases or (b) changing the make-up of the customer class 61 

so that its cost characteristics are substantially modified. 62 

 The GDS-5 class is supposed to be for seasonal customers who do not use 63 

gas during the winter heating season and, therefore, do not contribute to 64 
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the overall system peak.  In Ameren’s last case, the class was expanded to 65 

serve certain customers who use gas during the winter peak season.  As a 66 

consequence of this and other factors, the rates for this class recover only 67 

about one-third of the cost of serving the class.  The Commission should 68 

terminate the experiment that allowed peaking customers to take service 69 

under a non-peaking, seasonal rate.  The rates for this class also should be 70 

re-evaluated in the next case to ensure that the class is making reasonable 71 

progress toward paying its costs. 72 

 The rates for GDS-4 in Rate Zone III should be increased by between 2.0 73 

and 2.4 times the system-average increase in this case.  This would start 74 

making reasonable progress toward moving the class’s revenues closer to 75 

the cost of serving the class.   76 

 The Commission should require Ameren to separate its residential class 77 

into a heating class and a non-heating class.  Just as the Commission did 78 

for Peoples and North Shore, Ameren should be required to prepare a cost-79 

of-service study in its next case that determines the cost to serve non-80 

heating customers separately from the cost to serve heating customers. 81 

 For purposes of setting rates in this case, there should be no change in 82 

Ameren’s existing customer charge for GDS-1 in any Rate Zone, other 83 

than a minor increase or decrease that may be necessary to consolidate the 84 

rates for Rate Zone I and Rate Zone III.  That is, the entire rate increase 85 

allocable to Residential customers (if any) should be recovered through 86 

increases in the per-therm distribution charge. 87 

Q. Before you review the Company’s proposals, do you have any preliminary matters 88 

to address? 89 

A. Yes.  I want to make clear at the outset that my testimony and analysis are based on the 90 

Company’s proposed revenue requirements as originally filed.  This is a standard practice 91 

because it allows different parties’ cost of service and rate design recommendations to be 92 

compared on an “apples-to-apples” basis.  This should not be taken, however, as an 93 

endorsement by me, the AG, or CUB of the Company’s proposed revenue requirements.   94 
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Allocation of Any Rate Increase Among Customer Classes 95 

Introduction 96 

Q. Please describe your general understanding of Ameren’s proposal to allocate its 97 

proposed increase in revenue requirement among the customer classes. 98 

A. Ameren’s proposed allocation of any rate increase begins with the results of its cost-of-99 

service studies, but then deviates from those results very significantly.  The deviation is 100 

the result of Ameren applying a constraint to the rate increase any class would receive; 101 

specifically, that no class should receive a percentage increase that is more than 1.5 times 102 

the system-average percentage increase.  Three of Ameren’s five customer classes are 103 

currently paying rates that are so far below the cost of serving the class that this 104 

constraint – not the cost of service – principally governs the amount of rate increase 105 

allocated to the classes. 106 

Q. Do you generally support a process that constrains the percentage rate increase to 107 

any customer class to no more than 1.5 times the system-average percentage 108 

increase? 109 

A. Yes.  I have testified on many occasions in support of a similar constraint on the rate 110 

increase received by any customer class.  I consider this constraint to be a reasonable way 111 

to implement the rate design principles of gradualism and equity (or fairness) so that no 112 

customer class bears a disproportionate share of any rate increase.  Such a constraint also 113 

helps to moderate the effect that significant changes in cost allocation methodologies or 114 

internal operations may have on the allocation of the revenue requirement.  This type of 115 
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constraint also ensures, in most cases, that all classes are making reasonable movement 116 

toward rates that would recover the full cost of serving the class. 117 

Q. Does applying this constraint in this case have the expected effect? 118 

A. No, it does not.  Ameren has used this same constraint in previous cases, yet it is apparent 119 

that the rates paid by certain customer classes remain substantially below the cost of 120 

serving the class.  In my opinion, therefore, this is one of the rare instances where it is 121 

necessary to either modify the constraint or change the make-up of certain customer 122 

classes so that each customer class is making progress toward paying cost-based rates. 123 

Q. What change in the constraint do you recommend? 124 

A. I recommend that the constraint of 1.5 times the average percentage increase should be 125 

applied, except where doing so over a series of five cases (approximately ten years) 126 

would not result in a customer class paying rates that approximate its cost of service.  127 

Where that condition would not be met, then I recommend either (a) increasing rates so 128 

that cost-based rates would be achieved through approximately equal percentage 129 

increases over a span of five rate cases or (b) changing the make-up of the customer class 130 

so that its cost characteristics are substantially modified. 131 

Rate Zone I 132 

Q. What is the effect of Ameren’s constraint on the allocation for Rate Zone I? 133 

A. Ameren’s proposed allocation for Rate Zone I is shown on Ameren Ex. 9.6, page 1.  The 134 

following table summarizes Ameren’s proposal. 135 
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 136 

Q. Do you have any concerns about the proposed increases shown in this table for Rate 137 

Zone I? 138 

A. Yes.  I am concerned that the rates for GDS-4 and GDS-5 in Rate Zone I remain 139 

substantially below the cost of service for those classes.  Specifically, the proposed rates 140 

for GDS-4 would recover $3.77 million, as compared to the cost of serving the class of 141 

$4.53 million, or only about 83% of the class’s cost of service. 142 

  Even worse, Ameren’s proposal for GDS-5 would recover just $315,000 of the 143 

class’s $1,258,000 cost of service, or just 25% of the class’s cost.  I would emphasize that 144 

these figures are after giving the class an increase that is 1.5 times the system-average 145 

percentage increase. 146 

Cost of Present

 Service  Revenues Dollars Percent Dollars Percent

GDS-1 (Residential) 58,703,989$    53,165,255$   5,538,734$    10.4% 6,978,834$    13.1%

GDS-2 (Small General) 15,401,371      13,935,698      1,465,673      10.5% 1,843,152      13.2%

GDS-3 (Intermed. General) 3,552,008         2,848,451        703,557          24.7% 589,118          20.7%

GDS-4 (Large General) 4,533,843         3,126,885        1,406,958      45.0% 646,704          20.7%

GDS-5 (Seasonal) 1,257,661         260,830            996,831          382.2% 53,945            20.7%

83,448,872$    73,337,119$   10,111,753$  13.8% 10,111,753$ 13.8%

 Required Increase  Proposed Increase 
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Q. Please assume hypothetically that Ameren would seek a distribution rate increase of 147 

14% every other year for the next eight years (after this case) and that the increases 148 

to GDS-4 and GDS-5 in Rate Zone I were constrained at 1.5 times the average 149 

increase.  Under that hypothetical, would the GDS-4 class achieve full-cost rates at 150 

the end of that period? 151 

A. Under the hypothetical posited in the question, the cost of serving GDS-4 in Rate Zone I 152 

about ten years from now would be approximately $7.7 million.  If the allocation to 153 

GDS-4 in each of the next four cases equaled 1.5 times the average increase, then the 154 

class’s revenues would increase by 21% in each case (under this hypothetical).  155 

Increasing the proposed revenues for the class in this case ($3.77 million) by that amount 156 

would yield $8.1 million in revenues four cases from now.  Thus, the GDS-4 class in 157 

Rate Zone I is likely to approximate full-cost pricing by applying the 1.5 times constraint 158 

in this and the next four cases. 159 

Q. Please use the same hypothetical situation and apply the same analysis to the GDS-5 160 

class in Rate Zone I. 161 

A. If the cost of serving GDS-5 in Rate Zone I increased 14% in each of the next four cases, 162 

the cost would be approximately $2.1 million ten years from now.  If the revenues from 163 

the class increased by 1.5 times the system-average increase during that same period, 164 

then the class’s revenues would be only $675,000, or about one-third of the cost of 165 

service ten years from now. 166 
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Q. Under the hypothetical posed, what percentage increase would be required in this 167 

case and each of the next four cases to bring the rates for GDS-5 in Rate Zone I up 168 

to the full cost of service? 169 

A. Under the hypothetical situation, it would require an increase in each case of 170 

approximately 52%, or more than three times the system-average increase, for GDS-5 in 171 

Rate Zone I to be paying rates that recover the class’s cost of service by the end of ten 172 

years. 173 

Q. Are you recommending that the rates to GDS-5 in Rate Zone I be increased by 52% 174 

in this case? 175 

A. That would be my recommendation if the Commission does not change the requirements 176 

for service under GDS-5.  In Ameren Ex. 9.12, the Company describes an expansion of 177 

the GDS-5 tariff that the Commission ordered in Docket 11-0282.  Ameren demonstrates 178 

that the expansion resulted in providing service to about a dozen large customers under 179 

rates that were significantly less than the cost of serving those customers.    180 

  In total dollars, the residential class (GDS-1) is being asked to pay rates in excess 181 

of the cost of serving the class of $1.4 million.  Most of that subsidy – about $900,000 – 182 

is going to the GDS-5 class of customers.  In my opinion, this is inappropriate.  The 183 

GDS-5 class is supposed to be for seasonal customers who do not use gas during the 184 

winter heating season and, therefore, do not contribute to the overall system peak.  It 185 

appears from Ameren Ex. 9.12, however, that the GDS-5 class is not made up solely of 186 

non-peaking customers and that the class is actually causing the system peak to increase.  187 
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I believe that this is the cause of at least part of the disparity between the class’s revenues 188 

and the cost of serving the class. 189 

  Thus, if the Commission does not change the requirements for being served under 190 

this rate schedule, the rates for the class would need to increase substantially – the 52% 191 

increase I developed above – in order to move the rates toward covering the cost of 192 

service for the class over a reasonable period of time.  The alternative, which I would 193 

prefer, would be for the Commission to terminate the experiment that allowed peaking 194 

customers to take service under a non-peaking, seasonal rate.  This would reduce the cost 195 

of serving the class, such that constraining the class’s increase to 1.5 times the system 196 

average increase would be reasonable in this case.  This issue then would need to be re-197 

evaluated in the Company’s next rate case to ensure that progress is being made toward 198 

charging cost-based rates to GDS-5 customers. 199 

Rate Zone II 200 

Q. What is the effect of Ameren’s constraint on the allocation for Rate Zone II? 201 

A. Ameren’s proposed allocation for Rate Zone II is shown on Ameren Ex. 9.6, page 2.  The 202 

following table summarizes Ameren’s proposal. 203 
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 204 

Q. Do you have any concerns about the proposed increases shown in this table for Rate 205 

Zone II? 206 

A. Yes.  I am concerned that the rates for GDS-3, GDS-4, and GDS-5 remain substantially 207 

below the cost of service for those classes.  Specifically, the proposed rates for GDS-3 208 

would recover $3.98 million compared to a cost of service of $4.87 million (about 82% 209 

of cost).  Similarly, under Ameren’s proposed rates, GDS-4 would recover $7.90 million, 210 

as compared to the cost of serving the class of $10.88 million (less than 73% of cost). 211 

  As was the case in Rate Zone I, Ameren’s proposal for GDS-5 in Rate Zone II 212 

under-recovers the costs of serving those customers, yet the results here are even worse.  213 

Proposed rates for GDS-5 in Rate Zone II would recover just $587,000 of the class’s 214 

$1,509,000 cost of service, or just 39% of the class’s cost.  I would emphasize that these 215 

figures are after giving the class an increase that is 1.5 times the system-average 216 

percentage increase. 217 

Q. Please assume hypothetically that Ameren would seek a distribution rate increase of 218 

21% every other year for the next ten years (including this case) and that the 219 

increases to GDS-3, GDS-4, and GDS-5 in Rate Zone II were constrained at 1.5 220 

Cost of Present

 Service  Revenues Dollars Percent Dollars Percent

GDS-1 (Residential) 57,854,868$    52,269,457$   5,585,411$    10.7% 9,432,870$    18.0%

GDS-2 (Small General) 15,439,217      12,825,963      2,613,254      20.4% 3,557,349      27.7%

GDS-3 (Intermed. General) 4,867,013         3,006,341        1,860,672      61.9% 970,099          32.3%

GDS-4 (Large General) 10,876,044      5,970,594        4,905,450      82.2% 1,926,617      32.3%

GDS-5 (Seasonal) 1,508,969         443,659            1,065,310      240.1% 143,162          32.3%

90,546,111$    74,516,014$   16,030,097$  21.5% 16,030,097$ 21.5%

 Required Increase  Proposed Increase 
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times the average increase.  Under that hypothetical, would the GDS-3 class achieve 221 

full-cost rates at the end of ten years? 222 

A. Under the hypothetical posited in the question, the cost of serving GDS-3 ten years from 223 

now would be approximately $10.4 million compared to the cost of service for GDS-3 in 224 

Rate Zone II in this case of $4.87 million.  If the allocation to GDS-3 in each of the next 225 

four cases equaled 1.5 times the average increase, then the class’s revenues would 226 

increase by 32% in each case (under this hypothetical).  Increasing the proposed revenues 227 

for the class in this case by that amount would yield $11.89 million in revenues four 228 

cases from now.  Thus, the GDS-3 class in Rate Zone II is likely to approximate full-cost 229 

pricing by applying the 1.5 times constraint in this and the next four cases. 230 

Q. Please use the same hypothetical situation and apply the same analysis to the GDS-4 231 

class in Rate Zone II. 232 

A. Under the hypothetical, the cost of serving GDS-4 ten years from now would be 233 

approximately $23.3 million compared to the cost of service for GDS-4 in Rate Zone II in 234 

this case of $10.88 million.  If the allocation to GDS-4 in each of the next four cases 235 

equaled 1.5 times the average increase, then the class’s revenues would increase by 32% 236 

in each case (under this hypothetical).  Increasing the proposed revenues for the class in 237 

this case by that amount would yield $23.6 million in revenues four cases from now.  238 

Thus, the GDS-4 class is likely to approximate full-cost pricing by applying the 1.5 times 239 

constraint in this and the next four cases. 240 
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Q. Please use the same hypothetical situation and apply the same analysis to the GDS-5 241 

class in Rate Zone II. 242 

A. If the cost of serving GDS-5 in Rate Zone II increased by 21% every two years, the cost 243 

would be approximately $3.2 million ten years from now.  If the revenues from the class 244 

increased by 1.5 times the system-average increase, then the class’s revenues would be 245 

only $1.75 million, or less than 55% of the cost of service ten years from now. 246 

Q. Under the hypothetical posed, what percentage increase would be required in this 247 

case and each of the next four cases to bring the rates for GDS-5 in Rate Zone II up 248 

to the full cost of service? 249 

A. Under the hypothetical situation, it would require an increase in each case of 250 

approximately 49%, or almost 2.5 times the system-average increase, for GDS-5 251 

customers in Rate Zone II to be paying rates that recover the class’s cost of service by the 252 

end of ten years. 253 

Q. Are you recommending that the rates to GDS-5 in Rate Zone II be increased by 254 

49% in this case? 255 

A. That would be my recommendation if the Commission does not change the requirements 256 

for service under GDS-5, as I explained above.  In total dollars, the residential class 257 

(GDS-1) in Rate Zone II is being asked to pay rates in excess of the cost of serving the 258 

class of $3.8 million.  About $800,000 of that subsidy is going to the GDS-5 class of 259 

customers.  As I discussed above, providing a subsidy of this magnitude to what is 260 

supposed to be a non-peaking class is inappropriate.  The situation in Rate Zone II 261 
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provides further evidence that the Commission should change the requirements for 262 

customers to take service under GDS-5.  If those requirements are not changed, then the 263 

rates for the class would need to increase substantially – the 49% increase I developed 264 

above – in order to move the rates toward covering the cost of service for the class over a 265 

reasonable period of time. 266 

Rate Zone III 267 

Q. What is the effect of Ameren’s constraint on the allocation for Rate Zone III? 268 

A. Ameren’s proposed allocation for Rate Zone III is shown on Ameren Ex. 9.6, page 3.  269 

The following table summarizes Ameren’s proposal. 270 

 271 

Q. Do you have any concerns about the proposed increases shown in this table for Rate 272 

Zone III? 273 

A. Yes.  I am concerned that the rates for GDS-4 and GDS-5 remain substantially below the 274 

cost of service for those classes.  Specifically, the proposed rates for GDS-4 would 275 

recover $8.41 million, as compared to the cost of serving the class of $15.01 million 276 

(about 56% of cost).  Ameren’s proposal for GDS-5 in Rate Zone III is similar.  Proposed 277 

rates for GDS-5 would recover just $825,000 of the class’s $1,638,000 cost of service, or 278 

Cost of Present

 Service  Revenues Dollars Percent Dollars Percent

GDS-1 (Residential) 128,694,243$  123,212,794$ 5,481,449$    4.4% 11,614,759$ 9.4%

GDS-2 (Small General) 33,268,153      30,723,584      2,544,569      8.3% 4,073,933      13.3%

GDS-3 (Intermed. General) 8,790,804         7,357,698        1,433,106      19.5% 1,183,677      16.1%

GDS-4 (Large General) 15,008,382      7,243,199        7,765,183      107.2% 1,165,257      16.1%

GDS-5 (Seasonal) 1,638,318         710,669            927,649          130.5% 114,330          16.1%

187,399,900$  169,247,944$ 18,151,956$  10.7% 18,151,956$ 10.7%

 Required Increase  Proposed Increase 
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about 50% of the class’s cost.  I would emphasize that these figures are after giving the 279 

class an increase that is 1.5 times the system-average percentage increase. 280 

Q. Please assume hypothetically that Ameren would seek a distribution rate increase of 281 

11% every other year for the next ten years (including this case) and that the 282 

increases to GDS-4 and GDS-5 in Rate Zone III were constrained at 1.5 times the 283 

average increase.  Under that hypothetical, would the GDS-4 class achieve full-cost 284 

rates at the end of ten years? 285 

A. Under the hypothetical, the cost of serving GDS-4 ten years from now would be 286 

approximately $22.78 million compared to the cost of service for GDS-4 in Rate Zone III 287 

in this case of $15.01 million.  If the allocation to GDS-4 in each of the next four cases 288 

equaled 1.5 times the average increase, then the class’s revenues would increase by 289 

16.5% in each case (under this hypothetical).  Increasing the proposed revenues for the 290 

class in this case by that amount would yield $15.5 million in revenues four cases from 291 

now.  Thus, I consider the existing constraint of 1.5 times the system-average increase to 292 

be inadequate to bring the rates for GDS-4 in Rate Zone III to the cost of service within a 293 

reasonable period of time. 294 

Q. Under the hypothetical posed, what percentage increase would be required in this 295 

case and each of the next four cases to bring the rates for GDS-4 in Rate Zone III up 296 

to the full cost of service? 297 

A. Under the hypothetical situation, it would require an increase in each case of 298 

approximately 26%, or approximately 2.4 times the system-average increase, for GDS-4 299 
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in Rate Zone III to be paying rates that recover the class’s cost of service by the end of 300 

ten years. 301 

Q. Are you recommending that the rates to GDS-4 in Rate Zone III be increased by 302 

26% in this case? 303 

A. Yes.  I recommend that the rates for GDS-4 in Rate Zone III should be increased by 304 

between 2.0 and 2.4 times the system-average increase in this case.  This would start 305 

making reasonable progress toward moving the class’s revenues closer to the cost of 306 

serving the class.  Under present rates, the class’s revenues are $7.77 million less than the 307 

cost of serving the class.  Ameren is proposing to close this gap by only $1.17 million, 308 

leaving $6.6 million for other classes to absorb.  Most of that subsidy – more than $5.2 309 

million – is being provided by residential customers in Rate Zone III.  A subsidy of that 310 

magnitude for such an extended period of time is not consistent with the principle of cost-311 

based pricing.  While I recognize the need to use gradualism to moderate rate increases, 312 

the difference between revenues and costs is simply too great to constrain the increase to 313 

1.5 times the average increase for GDS-4 in Rate Zone III.  As I demonstrated above, 314 

keeping this constraint in place for the next ten years still would not have the class’s 315 

revenues even approach the cost of service.  More should be done to move the class 316 

toward the cost of service over a reasonable period of time. 317 
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Q. Please use the same hypothetical situation and apply the same analysis to the GDS-5 318 

class in Rate Zone III. 319 

A. If the cost of serving GDS-5 in Rate Zone III increased by 11% every two years, the cost 320 

would be approximately $2.49 million ten years from now.  If the revenues from the class 321 

increased by 1.5 times the system-average increase, then the class’s revenues would be 322 

only $1.52 million, or about 60% of the cost of service ten years from now. 323 

Q. Under the hypothetical posed, what percentage increase would be required in this 324 

case and each of the next four cases to bring the rates for GDS-5 in Rate Zone III up 325 

to the full cost of service? 326 

A. Under the hypothetical situation, it would require an increase in each case of 327 

approximately 28.5%, or more than 2.5 times the system-average increase, for GDS-5 in 328 

Rate Zone III to be paying rates that recover the class’s cost of service by the end of ten 329 

years. 330 

Q. Are you recommending that the rates to GDS-5 in Rate Zone III be increased by 331 

28% in this case? 332 

A. That would be my recommendation if the Commission does not change the requirements 333 

for service under GDS-5, as I explained above.  In total dollars, the residential class 334 

(GDS-1) in Rate Zone III is being asked to pay rates in excess of the cost of serving the 335 

class of more than $6 million.  About $700,000 of that subsidy is going to the GDS-5 336 

class of customers.  As I discussed above, providing a subsidy of this magnitude to what 337 

is supposed to be a non-peaking class is inappropriate.  The situation in Rate Zone III 338 
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provides further evidence that the Commission should change the requirements for 339 

customers to take service under GDS-5.  If those requirements are not changed, then the 340 

rates for the class would need to increase substantially – the 28% increase I developed 341 

above – in order to move the rates toward covering the cost of service for the class over a 342 

reasonable period of time. 343 

Summary 344 

Q. Please summarize the total amount of the subsidies that are being provided by GDS-345 

1 and GDS-2 customers to larger customers under Ameren’s proposed rates. 346 

A. The following table summarizes the subsidies Ameren proposes to have each class pay 347 

(positive numbers) or receive (negative numbers) by each customer class across all rate 348 

zones. 349 

 350 

  Specifically, Ameren proposes to have residential customers pay $11.4 million in 351 

excess of the cost of service to subsidize service received by Ameren’s largest customers.  352 

Small commercial customers (GDS-2) would contribute an additional $2.9 million, 353 

resulting in total subsidies of more than $14 million. 354 

Cost of Proposed

 Service  Revenues Subsidy

GDS-1 (Residential) 245,253,100$  256,673,969$ 11,420,869$  

GDS-2 (Small General) 64,108,741      66,959,679      2,850,938      

GDS-3 (Intermed. General) 17,209,825      15,955,384      (1,254,441)     

GDS-4 (Large General) 30,418,269      20,079,256      (10,339,013)  

GDS-5 (Seasonal) 4,404,948         1,726,595        (2,678,353)     

361,394,883$  361,394,883$ -$                 
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  While I understand the principle of gradualism and the need to be sensitive to the 355 

magnitude of rate changes for any customer class, these subsidies are enormous.  Steps 356 

must be taken to eliminate these subsidies over a reasonable period of time.  As I have 357 

explained above, it is reasonable to eliminate these subsidies over an approximate 10-358 

year period.  Moreover, changes must be made to the criteria for taking service under 359 

GDS-5, which is supposed to be a rate for non-winter usage that does not contribute to 360 

system peak demands. 361 

Residential (GDS-1) Rate Design 362 

Q. What is your understanding of Ameren’s existing Residential (GDS-1) rate 363 

structure? 364 

A. Ameren’s GDS-1 rate consists of a customer charge that is the same for all GDS-1 365 

customers in a rate zone and a single-block consumption charge.  The existing GDS-1 366 

rates are based on the recovery of 80% of the Company’s allegedly “fixed” costs through 367 

the customer charge.  At the present time, the rates are different in each rate zone. 368 

Q. How is Ameren proposing to change GDS-1 rates? 369 

A. Ameren is proposing to increase the percentage of fixed costs it recovers through its 370 

residential customer charge to 85% from the current level of 80%.  It also is proposing to 371 

consolidate the rates for Rate Zone I and Rate Zone III.  The following table (taken from 372 

Ameren Sch. E-5) shows Ameren’s present and proposed rates in each rate zone. 373 
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 374 

Q. What is the effect of Ameren’s proposed GDS-1 rate design on revenues? 375 

A. Ameren’s proposal results in revenues from customer charges increasing by more than 376 

the overall increase in revenue requirement.  Specifically, in Rate Zone I, Ameren is 377 

proposing to increase base rate revenues from GDS-1 by $5.16 million (10%), but it 378 

proposes to increase customer charge revenues by $6.6 million (16%).  Ameren Sch. E-5, 379 

p. 1.
1
  The comparable figures for Rate Zone II are a base rate increase of $9.43 million 380 

(18%) and a customer charge increase of $10.52 million (25%).  Id.  For Rate Zone III, 381 

the figures are $13.44 million (11%) (base rate revenues) and $17.07 million (18%) 382 

(customer charge revenues).  Id.
2
 383 

Q. How would Ameren’s proposed rate design affect Residential customers? 384 

A. Ameren’s proposed rate design would shift the responsibility for providing revenues from 385 

higher-use customers to lower-use customers, particularly non-heating customers.  For 386 

example, a non-heating customer using 20 therms per month in Rate Zone 1 would see its 387 

base rate bill increase from $23.31 under present rates to $26.41 under proposed rates, an 388 

                                                 
1
   Ameren’s proposed increase of $5.16 million in Rate Zone I includes the effect of consolidating the GDS-1 class 

in Rate Zones I and III.  Consequently, Ameren’s proposed increase for customers in GDS-1 in Rate Zone I is less 

than the $6.97 million proposed increase listed in Ameren Exhibit 9.6, p. 1. 

    
2
   Ameren’s proposed increase of $13.44 million in Rate Zone III includes the effect of consolidating the GDS-1 

class in Rate Zones I and III.  Consequently, Ameren’s proposed increase for customers in GDS-1 in Rate Zone III 

is more than the $11.61 million proposed increase listed in Ameren Exhibit 9.6, p. 1. 

 

Present Proposed % Change Present Proposed % Change

Rate Zone I 21.58$    24.94$        15.6% 0.08640$ 0.07354$   -14.9%

Rate Zone II 17.53$    22.00$        25.5% 0.06705$ 0.05991$   -10.6%

Rate Zone III 21.22$    24.94$        17.5% 0.08657$ 0.07354$   -15.1%

Customer Charge Delivery Charge
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increase of 13%.  In contrast, a heating customer using 100 therms in a winter month 389 

would see its bill increase from $30.22 under present rates to $32.29 under proposed 390 

rates, an increase of less than 7%.  Incredibly, a high-use heating customer using 300 391 

therms per month would actually see its bill decrease under Ameren’s proposal: a base 392 

rate bill of $47.50 under present rates compared to $47.00 under proposed rates, a 393 

decrease of about 1%. 394 

Q. Would these bill impacts be similar in Rates Zones II and III? 395 

A. Yes, they would be similar, but not identical.  In Rate Zone II the non-heating customer 396 

using 20 therms per month pays $18.87 under present rates and would pay $23.20 under 397 

proposed rates, an increase of 23%.  The 100-therm heating customer would see its bill 398 

increase from $24.24 to $27.99, or by less than 16%.  Finally, the 300-therm high-use 399 

customer would have its bill increase from $37.65 to $39.97, or by 6%. 400 

  In Rate Zone III, the same effect occurs.  The 20-therm non-heating customer’s 401 

bill increases from $22.95 to $26.41, or by 15%.  The 100-therm heating customer’s bill 402 

increases from $29.88 to $32.29, or by 8%.  Finally, the large-volume 300-therm 403 

customer’s base rate bill would decrease from $47.19 to $47.00, a decrease of about 404 

0.4%.  405 

Q. Does Ameren really have non-heating customers who use only 20 therms per month 406 

during the winter? 407 

A. Yes.  While Ameren was unwilling or unable to provide detailed information about its 408 

non-heating customers (see Ameren’s response to AG 6.06, attached as AG/CUB Ex. 409 
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3.2), my analysis of Ameren’s billing data demonstrates that it has thousands of non-410 

heating customers.  Specifically, attached as AG/CUB Ex. 3.3 are data from Ameren’s 411 

bill frequency analysis workpapers.  The exhibit shows the percentage of GDS-1 bills in 412 

each month that were issued at various consumption levels.  There are three pages in the 413 

exhibit, one for each rate zone.  On page 1, for Rate Zone I, for example, it shows that 414 

during January and February approximately 4.7% of GDS-1 bills were for 20 therms or 415 

less.  There is little doubt that these are non-heating customers.  Ameren has about 416 

190,000 GDS-1 customers, so this translates into at least 9,000 non-heating customers.  417 

Moreover, this exhibit also shows that another 5.7% to 6% of residential customers in 418 

Rate Zone I bills in January and February were issued for between 20 and 50 therms.  It 419 

is likely that at least some of these customers also are non-heating customers.  Thus, I 420 

would estimate that Ameren has at least 10,000 non-heating customers in Rate Zone 1. 421 

  The data for Rate Zone II are similar, as shown on page 2 of the exhibit. In this 422 

service area, Ameren also has about 190,000 GDS-1 customers, and about 3.2% of them 423 

use less than 20 therms per month during January and February, or about 6,000 non-424 

heating customers.  Further, there are another 4% of customers who use between 20 and 425 

50 therms per month, and I would expect some of these to also be non-heating customers. 426 

  In Rate Zone III (page 3 of the exhibit), Ameren has about 360,000 customers.  427 

About 4% of them, or 14,000 customers, use less than 20 therms per month in January 428 

and February.  Another 18,000 customers use between 20 and 50 therms in those months. 429 
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  In total, therefore, it appears to me that Ameren has at least 30,000 non-heating 430 

customers who use less than 20 therms per month during the winter.  I expect that there 431 

are several thousand additional non-heating customers whose usage would be slightly 432 

more than 20 therms (but certainly less than 50 therms) throughout the year.  So my 433 

discussion of bill impacts for customers using 20 therms per month is not theoretical; 434 

there are tens of thousands of Ameren customers whose gas usage remains at 435 

approximately that level throughout the year. 436 

Q. You showed that Ameren is proposing greater percentage increases for low-use 437 

customers.  Is the Company also proposing greater dollar increases in bills for those 438 

customers? 439 

A. Yes.  Ameren’s proposal does not just impose higher percentage increases on non-heating 440 

customers; it actually proposes greater dollar increases on low-use customers.  Because 441 

the Company is proposing to decrease the per-therm consumption charge, the greatest 442 

dollar impact would be felt by the lowest-use customers.  The more gas a customer uses, 443 

the less of a rate increase – in dollars – the customer would see.  Incredibly, the highest-444 

use customers would actually see their bills decline under Ameren’s proposed rates.  This 445 

occurs at usage levels of about 260 therms in Rate Zone 1, 625 therms in Rate Zone II, 446 

and 285 therms in Rate Zone III. 447 

Q. Does Ameren have any customers that use that much gas? 448 

A. Yes.  The billing data show that about 2% of Ameren’s customers in Rate Zones I and III 449 

(about 11,000 customers) use more than 300 therms per month during January and 450 
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February.  In Rate Zone II, there are very few customers that use more than 600 therms 451 

per month in January and February (about 1/4 of 1%, or about 500 customers). 452 

Q. Is it reasonable and consistent with cost-based ratemaking for Ameren to increase 453 

the rates for these low-use non-heating customers by more than the rates for higher-454 

use heating customers? 455 

A. No.  It is completely inconsistent with cost-of-service ratemaking principles to increase 456 

the rates for low-use non-heating customers more than the rates for higher-use heating 457 

customers. 458 

  Ameren’s cost-of-service study shows that approximately 45% of the cost of 459 

serving GDS-1 is associated with capacity (or demand) related costs.  Specifically, the 460 

Company shows that in Rate Zone I, capacity-related costs account for $26,919,100 out 461 

of GDS-1’s total cost of service of $59,757,000, or 45% of the cost of service.  Ameren 462 

Ex. 9.2, p. 1, lines 5 and 31. Similarly, for Rate Zone II, Ameren shows capacity-related 463 

costs of $26,973,300 out of a total GDS-1 cost of service of $59,507,300, which is also 464 

45% of the total GDS-1 cost of service.  Id., p. 2, lines 5 and 31.  The comparable figures 465 

for Rate Zone III show capacity-related costs of $60,175,800 out of a total GDS-1 cost of 466 

service of $131,321,000, which is 46% of the total GDS-1 cost of service.  Id., p. 3, lines 467 

5 and 31. 468 
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Q. What are these capacity-related costs that account for 45% or more of the cost of 469 

serving Residential customers? 470 

A. Capacity-related costs consist of the return on rate base, depreciation expense, and 471 

operating expenses that are associated with former peak-day production facilities, the gas 472 

transmission system, and the distribution network.  Ameren witness Althoff explains that 473 

each of these types of facilities is allocated to each customer class based on some 474 

combination of average daily demand (that is, the amount of gas used by the class 475 

throughout the year) and peak demand.  Ameren Ex. 9.0, pp. 11-12. 476 

Q. Are demand-related costs properly recovered through a residential customer 477 

charge? 478 

A. Demand-related costs should not be recovered on a per-customer basis from residential 479 

customers unless the residential class is fairly homogeneous.  By homogeneous I mean 480 

that all customers in a class use gas in similar ways, so that they make a similar 481 

contribution to system demands.  Only if the class is homogenous is it appropriate to 482 

recover demand-related costs on a per-customer basis.  Where a customer class contains 483 

customers with a wide diversity in usage characteristics, however, it is not appropriate to 484 

recover demand-related costs on a per-customer basis.  485 

Q. Is Ameren’s GDS-1 rate class homogenous or diverse? 486 

A. Ameren’s GDS-1 customer class shows tremendous diversity.  As I discussed above, 487 

Ameren’s Residential class includes both heating and non-heating customers.  During the 488 

winter months, consumption ranges from less than 20 therms per month to several 489 
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hundred therms per month (and in a few instances more than 1,000 therms per month).  490 

For instance, a non-heating customer might use less than 250 therms for an entire year.  491 

Those customers are placed in the same class as larger heating customers who might use 492 

more than that amount of gas in a single month.  Indeed, the billing analysis I previously 493 

discussed (AG/CUB Ex. 3.3) shows that in each service area about one out of every eight 494 

residential customers uses more than 200 therms in at least one winter month.  There is 495 

no way that a non-heating customer using 200 therms per year is placing the same 496 

demands on the system as those larger heating customers using more than 200 therms in a 497 

single winter (peak) month. 498 

Q. Are you familiar with any utilities that have collected real data about these cost 499 

differences? 500 

A. Yes.  For several years, I have been involved in cases for the Peoples Gas Light and Coke 501 

Company and its sister company, North Shore Gas Company, that serve much of Chicago 502 

and the North Shore of Illinois.  As a result of concerns raised about the impact of 503 

moving toward SFV pricing for those utilities, the Commission required each of those 504 

utilities to perform a cost-of-service study that separated the residential class into heating 505 

and non-heating customers.  The results of those cost of service studies were filed in their 506 

2012 rate cases.  507 

  Those studies found that the cost to serve non-heating customers was significantly 508 

lower than the cost to serve heating customers.  In fact, the costs were so much lower for 509 

non-heating customers that the utilities proposed reducing rates for non-heating 510 
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customers by nearly one-third compared to the SFV-type of rate that had been adopted 511 

prior to separating the customer classes.  Indeed, their COSS witness’s rebuttal testimony 512 

in those cases concluded that under present (SFV-type) rates non-heating customers 513 

provided the utilities with rates of return of 82.77% (North Shore) and 63.69% (Peoples 514 

Gas).   Those returns compared to the overall system return of about 4% under present 515 

rates, according to the utilities’ analysis. 516 

  The result for Peoples Gas, which has thousands of non-heating customers, is that 517 

it was collecting about $32 million per year from non-heating customers, but the cost to 518 

serve those customers was only about $22 million.  519 

Q. Were Peoples and North Shore collecting 80% of their costs through the residential 520 

customer charge, like Ameren is doing at present? 521 

A. No.  Peoples and North Shore were collecting less than 70% of the residential revenue 522 

requirement through the customer charge.  If they had been collecting 80% of costs 523 

through the customer charge, the rates for non-heating customers would have collected 524 

millions of dollars more in excess of the cost of serving those customers. 525 

Q. Why is the cost to serve non-heating customers so much less than the cost to serve 526 

heating customers? 527 

A. Non-heating customers have a very small contribution to utility peak demands.  In 528 

addition, when non-heating customers are located in multi-unit buildings, there may be 529 

very low embedded costs to serve such customers (for example, 50 customers might be 530 

served from a single service line and regulator).   531 
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 Q. Do you know for certain how Ameren’s cost to serve non-heating customers 532 

compares to its cost to serve heating customers? 533 

A. No.  As I explained earlier, at this time Ameren cannot even identify the number of non-534 

heating customers that it has, let alone determine the demands or costs to serve those 535 

customers.  I have no doubt, however, that the demand-related costs to serve a non-536 

heating customer are dramatically less than the cost to serve a heating customer.  It 537 

cannot be otherwise.  If a customer never uses more than 20 or 30 therms per month in 538 

the winter (peak) months, then the cost to serve that customer must be substantially less 539 

than the cost to serve a heating customer who uses 100, 200, 300 or more therms per 540 

month during the peak season. 541 

Q. What do you conclude? 542 

A. I conclude it is highly likely that Ameren’s average cost to serve a non-heating customer 543 

is substantially lower than its average cost to serve a heating customer. 544 

Q. What do you recommend? 545 

A. I have two recommendations. 546 

  First, I recommend that the Commission require Ameren to separate its residential 547 

class into a heating class and a non-heating class.  Just as the Commission did for Peoples 548 

and North Shore, Ameren should be required to prepare a cost-of-service study in its next 549 

case that determines the cost to serve non-heating customers separately from the cost to 550 

serve heating customers.  I have no doubt that such a study would show that Ameren’s 551 
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existing rates greatly over-recover costs from non-heating customers, just as Peoples and 552 

North Shore found when they performed such a study.  553 

  Second, for purposes of setting rates in this case, I recommend that there should 554 

be no change in Ameren’s existing customer charge for GDS-1 in any Rate Zone, other 555 

than a minor increase or decrease that may be necessary to consolidate the rates for Rate 556 

Zone I and Rate Zone III, as the Company recommended.  That is, the entire rate increase 557 

allocable to Residential customers (if any) should be recovered through increases in the 558 

per-therm distribution charge. 559 

  I would emphasize that this is simply an interim measure.  I believe it is likely 560 

that after a cost-of-service study is performed that separates heating and non-heating 561 

customers, it would be found that the existing customer charge recovers more than the 562 

cost of service from non-heating customers.  My recommendation, therefore, is an 563 

interim measure to at least stop the customer charge for Ameren’s 30,000 or more non-564 

heating customers from increasing even more than it has in recent years. 565 

Q. Have you calculated rates to illustrate the effect of your recommendation? 566 

A. Yes.  AG/CUB Ex. 3.4 provides an illustration of the GDS-1 rates that would collect the 567 

portion of Ameren’s proposed revenue requirement in each service area that Ameren 568 

proposes to collect from that class.  There are two important caveats about this 569 

illustration.  First, my use of Ameren’s proposed revenue requirement and inter-class 570 

allocation does not constitute an endorsement of Ameren’s position on those issues.  571 

Second, my illustration does not assume the change in the inter-class allocation that I 572 
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discussed earlier in this testimony.  That change, which would have a greater increase for 573 

GDS-4 in Rate Zone III, would result in somewhat lower GDS-1 rates than I show here.   574 

  I prepared this exhibit in this fashion so that the results can be compared directly 575 

with Ameren’s proposal, without regard to other issues.  I expect that as part of a rebuttal 576 

or later filing, I will prepare a GDS-1 rate design that reflects all positions taken by 577 

myself and other AG/CUB witnesses, including changes in the revenue requirement. 578 

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 579 

A. Yes. 580 


